Luna

Luna - Move Better. Feel Better. Live Better.
The Luna, Ergolet's flagship product, is a complete overhead
lift solution. One lightweight and versatile lift unit can service
several rooms with a lifting capacity of 600 pounds. Moving the
Luna from room to room is easy as it can be mounted without tools.
The Luna is able to function vertically, horizontally, or as a mounted
unit to better meet all of your lifting needs, while its sleek, pleasing
design enhances the user's experience. The Luna's incredible
versatility allows for easy room-to-room transfers using the traditional
fixed track. The specially-designed discreet E-Track gives further
flexibility when designing systems with the individual in mind.
Ergolet’s patented safe-lock spreader bar puts both the caregiver
and individual at ease through its inventive safety features.
The Luna's attached hand control makes performing lifts
convenient while allowing the caregiver to remain close to the
individual.

Technical data

New Spreader Bar (Pat. Pending)
Sling straps are placed over the
hooks in the open position.

Max. lifting capacity
600 lbs (272.1 kg.)

The straps are pulled downward so
the hooks lock in place.

Weight
14.7 lbs (6.7 kg.)

Our unique hook design ensures that
the weight of the client will always
act to keep the hooks closed and in
a locked position.

Lifting interval
maximum 98.4 in (250 cm)

Releasing the sling simply requires an
upward pull on the straps to open the
hooks again.

Functions
• Charging is done through the
ergonomic hand control and
the wall/table charger.
• Already long battery life is
extended through sleep mode.
• Extended Lifting Interval- now
up to approximately 8'.
• Mechanical and electrical
emergency lowering.
• Can be used in parallel to
accommodate Bariatric patients.
• Many accessories to customize
the application including a
Luna cart.
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